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Abstract: As approaches and tools for process and enterprise modelling are maturing, these techniques are in an increasing number of organizations being taken into use on a large scale. In this paper we report on the use over many years of process-modelling in connection to
the quality system of Statoil, a large Norwegian oil-company, in particular on the aspects found necessary to emphasis to achieve the right
quality of the models in this organisation. The Statoil-guidelines for
enterprise structure and use of standard notation are mapped to the
levels of SEQUAL, a generic framework for understanding the quality
of models. Guidelines for modelling are found on most levels. More
detailed guidelines than in general work on quality of business process
models are found in particular on the physical, empirical, and syntactic level, where the number of detailed guidelines in Statoil has increased over the years due to needs identified.
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Introduction

Statoil is a global oil company headquartered in Norway. It has more than 20.000 employees in more than 30 countries worldwide, and has spent significant resources for
enterprise modelling over the years. They report to have achieved a fair success with
enterprise modelling in its corporate management system [29] where workflow models are used extensively to communicate requirements and best practices throughout
the enterprise. The current management system contains more than 2000 business
process and workflow models with associated requirements and best practices, all
available through a corporate web portal from anywhere in the company. The models
are used daily in large parts of the organization, and are a significant contributor in reducing operational, environmental and safety risks. As an example, the important SIFindex (Serious Injury Frequency) which counts the number of incidents per million

work hours has been reduced from 6 to around 0.8 in the period since the models
where introduced. Every week Statoil employees perform approximately 2 million
work hours. That said the process model is only one approach to risk mitigation. One
also experience that the process models could be utilized even better.
From the start, Statoil has been aware of the need to balance different levels of
quality of the models. According to [26, 30] Statoil have found that it makes sense to
talk about three dimensions of model quality: Syntactic quality (how well the model
uses the modelling language), semantic quality (how well the model reflects the real
world) and pragmatic quality (how well the model is understood by the target audience), building upon distinctions first described in [12], which is a predecessor to the
current SEQUAL framework on quality of models and modelling languages [6]. In enterprise models the balance between these dimensions becomes very important based
on the goal of modelling; else the model will not be used by its intended target audience in the right way.
Enterprise models being part of a quality system exists over a longer period of
time, and is distributed widely throughout the enterprise [30]. Enterprise models thus
must be managed properly. They need to be subject to strict versioning routines, configuration management practices and release plans. In many ways enterprise models
used in this manner are similar to source code, and should be subject to similar professional practices. If the models are not managed properly they will not be trusted and
they will subsequently fail to achieve their full potential as enterprise models.
To manage the development and evolution of their enterprise process models, Statoil has developed detailed requirements for modelling. We have in this case study
looked upon these requirements in the light of the SEQUAL-framework for understanding quality of models. Other frameworks for evaluating quality of process models exist including Guidelines of Modeling (GoM) and Quality of Modeling (QoMo).
GoM is focused on managing the subjectivism involved when building models. The
framework consists of two dimensions; one for the range of model use, and one for the
degree of precision or concretion [22]. QoMo is focused on knowledge state transitions, cost management, and goal structure [2]. Our choice of SEQUAL rests on that
Statoil has already used a subset of SEQUAL. Quite detailed overviews of quality of
process models in the light of SEQUAL exist [7] and the aim of this experience paper
is to illustrate the additional level of detail on such guidelines that is needed to gain
value from these kinds of models in professional practice. The case study has taken as
outset different version of official modelling guidelines/requirements in Statoil, and
mapped this to SEQUAL by an expert of the framework, partly by document study,
and partly in interaction with the developers of requirements in Statoil. General background on modelling and SEQUAL is provided in section 2. In section 3 we describe
the Statoil quality system in more detail, before we in section 4 describe the mapping
of the Statoil modelling guidelines to SEQUAL. Ideas on further work on understanding the trade-off on different quality aspect are found in section 5.

2

Background on Modeling and Quality of Models

According to general model theory [24] there are three common characteristics of
models: Representation, Simplification and Pragmatic orientation.
 Representation: Models represents something else.
 Simplification: Models possess a reductive trait in that they map only a subset of
attributes of the phenomenon being modelled.
 Pragmatic orientation: Models have a substitutive function in that they substitute a
certain phenomenon as being conceptualized by a certain subject in a given temporal space with a certain incentive or operation in mind
Thus a model is not just a representation of something else, it is a conscious construction. Enterprise process modelling is always done in some organizational setting.
One can look upon an organization and its information system abstractly to be in a
state (the current state, often represented as a descriptive 'as-is' model) that are often
to be evolved to some future wanted state (represented as a prescriptive 'to be' model).
The state includes the existing processes, organization and computer systems.
These states are often modelled, and the state of the organization is perceived (differently) by different persons through these models. Different usage areas of conceptual
models as described in [6, 19] are:
1. Human sense-making: The descriptive model of the current state can be useful for
people to make sense of and learn about the current perceived situation.
2. Communication between people in the organization: Models can have an important role in human communication. Thus, in addition to support the sense-making
process for the individual, a model can act as a common framework supporting
communication both relative to descriptive and prescriptive models.
3. Computer-assisted analysis: This is used to gain knowledge about the organization
through simulation or deduction, often by comparing a model of the current state
and a model of a future, potentially better state.
4. Quality assurance, ensuring compliance e.g. that the organization acts according to
a certified process developed for instance as part of an ISO-certification process.
5. Model deployment and activation: To integrate the model of the future state in a
new information system directly. Models can be activated in three ways:
a. Through people, (manual activation) with no active tool-support.
b. Automatically, where the system plays an active role, as in most automated
workflow systems.
c.Interactively, where the computer and the users co-operate in bringing the
process forward.
6. To be a prescriptive model to be used in a traditional system development project,
without being directly activated.
SEQUAL [6] is a framework for assessing and understanding the quality of models and modelling languages. It builds on early work on quality of model [12, 15], but
has been extended based on theoretical results [16, 17, 20] and practical experiences
[6, 10] with the original framework. It has earlier been used for evaluation of modelling and modelling languages of a large number of perspectives, including data [8],

ontologies [3], process [7, 11], enterprise [9], topological [18] and goal-oriented modelling [4, 5]. Quality has been defined referring to the correspondence between statements belonging to the following sets:
 G, the set of goals of the modelling task.
 D, the domain, i.e., the set of all statements that can be stated about the situation.
The goal of modelling typically restricts the domain to only those things relevant to
achieve this goal
 L, the language extension, i.e. what can be expressed by the modelling language
used.
 M, the externalized model itself.
 K, the explicit knowledge that the audience (both modelers and model interpreters)
have of the domain.
 I, the social actor (human) interpretation of the model
 T, the technical actor (tool) interpretation of the model
The main quality types are:
 Physical quality: The basic quality goal is that the externalized model M is available to the relevant actors (and not others) for interpretation (I and T).
 Empirical quality deals with comprehensibility of the model M.
 Syntactic quality is the correspondence between the model M and the language extension L. Is the language used correctly in the model?
 Semantic quality is the correspondence between the model M and the domain D.
 Perceived semantic quality is the similar correspondence between the social actor
interpretation I of a model M and his or hers current knowledge K of domain D.
 Pragmatic quality is the correspondence between the model M and the actor interpretation (I and T) of it. Thus whereas empirical quality focus on if the model is
understandable according to some objective measure that has been discovered empirically in e.g., cognitive science, we at this level look on to what extend the
model has actually been understood.
 The goal defined for social quality is agreement among social actor’s interpretations of the models.
 The deontic quality of the model relates to that all statements in the model M contribute to fulfilling the goals of modelling G, and that all the goals of modelling G
are addressed through the model M.
When we structure different quality aspects according to these levels, one will find
that there might be conflicts between the levels (e.g. what is good for semantic quality
might be bad for pragmatic quality), thus to make a trade-off between achieving the
different quality levels is important for achieving the main goals of modelling.

3

Case-environment - Statoil Quality Management System

The Statoil Management System is "the set of principles, policies, processes and requirement which support our organization in fulfilling the tasks required to achieve

our goals" [27]. It defines how work is done within the company, and all employees
are required to act according to relevant governing documentation.
The Management System consists of three main parts:
 ARIS, the modelling solution from which all governing documentation is accessed
by the end users.
 Docmap, used for handling and publishing textual governing documentation
 Disp, a tool which supports the process of handling applications for deviation permits in cases where compliance with a requirement is difficult or impossible to
achieve.
The three main objectives of the Statoil Management System are
1. Contributing to safe, reliable and efficient operations and enabling compliance with
external and internal requirements
2. Helping the company incorporating their values, people and leadership principles
into everything they do
3. Supporting business performance through high-quality decision-making, fast and
precise execution and continuous learning
Governing documentation describes what is to be achieved, how to execute tasks,
and ensures standardization. Each process area has governing documentation in the
form of documents and/or process models, accessible from the Management System
start page on the Statoil intranet. This is kept up to date by the management system
function [28]. The main purpose of the management system function is to ensure that:
 The management system is developed and improved based on learning and business needs.
 Governing documentation is understood and implemented.
 Compliance with requirements is monitored.
This is done in close collaboration with line management and owners of governing
documentation. The governing documentation is managed in a systematic five step
cycle: Assess and plan, design, implement, use, and monitor and control.
The enterprise process model is created according to a set of rules for structuring
and use of notation, and can be used for a variety of purposes, such as compliance
management, competence management, portfolio management, decision making and
performance analysis. There are three levels of abstraction in the enterprise model:
The contextual level, the conceptual level and the logical level, including the following interrelated diagrams:
 The top-level diagram as a mandatory navigational diagram visualizing core value
chain processes, management processes, and support processes, capturing what
they in Statoil term the contextual level. This is similar to what others have termed
a process map [13].
 The navigation diagram(s) are optional diagrams to support more tailored access to
the processes than the top-level diagram.

 Model diagram: Is a mandatory diagram that visualizes the model of one process
area in the organization.
 Process navigation diagram is an optional model for navigational support on the
conceptual level.
 Workflow diagram - BPMN models [23] on the logical levels.
When designing diagrams in the enterprise model, requirements in TR0002 - Enterprise structure and standard notation [25] shall be met. We will look at these in
more detail in the next section as they map to the levels of SEQUAL, with focus on
the guidelines for development of workflow models on the logical level.

4

Development of the Understanding of Quality of Models in
Statoil

As indicated in the introduction, modelling has been used for a number of years in
Statoil. The requirements for modelling to achieve a balance of syntactic, semantic
and pragmatic quality has through this period evolved based on concrete needs identified through the quality cycle described above. Thus, although we here in particular
look upon the current requirements (Version 3, valid from Dec. 5 2013) [25] we also
look on the development, in particular relative to version 1 of the requirements, that
was made available Feb. 12 2009[26]. Although the levels of syntactic, semantic, and
pragmatic quality are emphasized, the existing requirements are not structured according to these levels. As we will see, also other levels of SEQUAL are relevant, partly
since the original SEQUAL-categories have been divided in sub-areas in the later versions of the framework (e.g. splitting pragmatic quality into empirical quality (for aspects that at least in theory can be fully evaluated objectively by a tool) and pragmatic
quality for aspects of understanding that has to take the human interpreter into account). Looking first at the sets of SEQUAL in the light of the case of the Statoil management system, we have the following:

M: The models we look upon here are in particular the workflow-model part of
the overall model-framework. Relative to the description of purpose of modelling in Section 2 the models are meant to be as-is models, to support communication on the current process, manual activation (i.e. supporting human action in
the organization according to the models), and checking of compliance (area 4:
quality assurance).

G: Whereas the general requirements for the quality system was described in
Section 3, five main more concrete usage areas are listed as:
1. Compliance management: To monitor and control that the way of working is
compliant with the standards set for the way to work. This enables producing
predictable output from work.
2. Competence management: Document the competency profiles needed to perform tasks, compare required competency profiles with competence represented
in the organization, and therefore manage the competency gap.
3. Portfolio management: Gain an overview of the current portfolio of e.g. processes, information systems, and technologies. This gives opportunities for ana-

lyzing whether the existing portfolio will meet future needs, and to plan the
roadmap to get from the current to the future portfolio.
4. Analysis and decision making: The model and its subsets enables analysis of the
relationships between different objects in the models and how changes to one
object (e.g. a process) will impact other objects (e.g. the information systems
used by that process or relations between different work processes)
5. Performance analysis: Monitoring of these results to get experience and data on
the quality. This information can be used to analyze if the way of working produce the best possible result.
Even if several possible purposes are listed, one model always has one primary
purpose, with potentially a (set of) secondary purpose. The current primary purpose of
the enterprise model is compliance management therefore the priority is given on
achieving the right quality of governing documentation models with corresponding
governing elements, roles and responsibilities. We notice that two of these goals were
not in version 1 of the requirements (competency management and performance
analysis). Rather than being an example of ’goal creep’ (that models used for one purpose over time is used also for other things not originally envisioned [10]) it is because the models have to be current as-is models (due to focus on compliance). First
recently the underlying infrastructure to support competency management and performance analysis has been put in production.







4.1

D: Domain: The work processes in Statoil.
L: The language for workflow modelling is a subset of BPMN2.0. In the original version of the requirements [26] it was a similar sub-set of BPMN 1.
A: The target audience comes from the whole company. It is therefore necessary to do a stakeholder analyses to ensure that models have the right abstraction
level, complexity, terminology suitable for the target audience.
K: The relevant explicit knowledge of the actors (A) .
T: The tool currently used is ARIS. We note that two other tools (APOS and
QLM/BPM) were used in version 1 of the requirements, since ARIS was introduced at a later stage.
I: Relates to how easy it is for the different actors to interpret the data as it can be
presented in ARIS.
Physical Quality

Physical quality relates to if the model is:
 Available to the right people in a physical form (through the ARIS-tool) when
needed for interpretation.
 People are able to find the right model (e.g. through navigation and search), knowing if all relevant parts of the model is found.
 Availability of both the current and previous versions of the model.
 Possibility to store relevant meta-data e.g., on purpose and validity (what part of
the organization the model is valid for).

 Only available for those that should have access in case of there being security aspects.
Each governing documentation model and governing element shall have only one
documented, published, and valid version that is properly numbered. Old versions
must be kept available though. There are two types of updates of governing documentation models and other governing elements: regular and minor.
To support the storage and presentation of models, ARIS is used. Some guidelines
for how to use ARIS are described (the usage of the different aspects are described
under other quality levels as appropriate).
In ARIS, before publishing you shall select the relevant increase option. Only
regular update increases trigger the publication workflow mechanism. Once the update is approved the system automatically increases the value and publishes the model
or an element with the new version number.
In ARIS the information regarding the deviation handling process shall be given in
the field “Deviation Permit”. The following options are available:
 Level 1: Owner acceptance and line manager approval required
 Level 2: Line manager approval required
The descriptive field „Validity” is used to provide information about who the model
applies to, using a validity register. The validity register is used to store and maintain
a list of locations and organizational entities.
The purpose of the governing documentation model shall be represented by the
“Purpose” attribute in work process model and basic document model
4.2

Empirical Quality

We here focus on naming and language conventions described in [25]. Few concrete
guidelines for graph layout are provided in the Statoil requirements.
General naming conventions: To ensure a common naming practice across the management system, one shall use names according to the following set of rules:









Names on symbols and expressions shall be formulated in singular form.
Avoid names with more than four words if possible.
A name shall not be a detailed description.
The first letter in the first word of a symbol name shall be in upper case. All other
letters shall be in lower case.
Proper names shall start with upper case letters.
If the same concept has several alternative names, the Statoil official name shall be
used in the models. The other names are synonyms and can be presented as such if
suitable for the business.
Abbreviations should be avoided.
Avoid names starting with: ‘receive’, ‘send’, ‘manage’, and ‘process’, as they do
not reflect value added.

In documents with additional information there are also guidelines on the language. Whereas one in [6] mainly mention the use of readability indexes as a technique here, the Statoil guidelines mention a broader set of guidelines.
 Address the reader - write rather ’When you submit…’ than ’When someone submits…’.
 Use words and phrasings familiar to all users - e.g. ‘present’ rather than ‘prevailing’.
 Ensure that content is sufficiently explained.
 Mindfully use the word “focus” - rather than write ’The purpose of this information
is to focus on safety’ write ’The purpose of this information is to highlight safety’.
 Apply negative confirmation. When the reader expect to find content in the text,
but no content exist, apply negative conformation by using ’not applicable’ or
’none’.
 Use active sentences - write ’The process owner representatives handle improvement suggestions’ rather than ’Improvement suggestions are handled in the Process
Owner dimension’.
 Use verbs (do not use heavy nouns) - write’ when the role actor complied with the
specific requirement....’ rather than’ When there has not been a deviation to the
specific requirement by the role actor…’.
 Organize your message content. Extract information by using verbs and pronouns.
Divide information into suitably sized pieces and use periods wherever possible
(cf. readability index). Postpone restrictions and additions to the next sentence.
 Use lists where possible.
Process role name shall consist of following elements:
 Use process role name that is qualified against the RACI-principle (Responsible,
Accountable, Consulted, Informed).
 Write competence or focus area as a free text.
The name of a work process role must be a noun in the singular form or an expression in the singular form starting with a noun or an adjective. The process role name
shall be written in full, no abbreviations shall be used. The process role name shall
contain no organization units or terms indicating organization of tasks or services. The
process role can exist only once within one work process.
In addition to its name, a process role is characterized through its role description
and competence requirements, which represent more detailed description of the competency profile. Process roles are represented in the workflow diagram through a lane.
The lane shall have as minimum the identifier attribute. The identifier is necessary
when linking the role to one or more actors.
The role description and competence requirements of specific process role are described and visualized through an attribute in a form of descriptive text connected to
the lane. From earlier work, we know that the lane-concept in BPMN is overloaded
[21], thus having detailed guidelines for how to use this is very important.
Responsibilities represented by specific process role are carried out by an actor.

An actor is an object in the organizational structure. It is used to group positions in
order to ease assignment of process roles to persons. One process role can be linked to
one or more actors. Assignment of two or more process roles to the same actor in the
same work process has to be carefully evaluated. Actor name indicates organizational
assignment, operated asset type and type of operation.
Some additional naming conventions are
 Task: You shall define the title of a task as ’verb imperative noun’, where the verb
reflects the activity performed in order to add value to an asset. The noun shall reflect the asset.
 Start event: The title is a noun reflecting the asset and a verb past particle that reflect the activity performed in order to add value to the asset.
 End event: The label follows the same structure as a start event.
 Diverging exclusive gateway: The title consists of 2 parts. A term ’control’ (or a
similar term e.g. check, verify, evaluate, clarify) and a noun that reflects the object
submitted to control.
 Converging exclusive gateway. No label .
 A sequence flow can be given a title that describes the flow between a source and a
target. It is mandatory to add a title after a diverging exclusive gateway, which
should be the adjective reflecting the result of the control. If possible the text shall
be placed over the flow close to the arrow exit.
 Data: The title is a noun/noun expression in singular.
4.3

Syntactic Quality

Diagrams (used for work process model and document model) shall be designed in
accordance with the requirements and symbols table available in the requirements. A
subset of BPMN is used, following mostly the BPMN visual notation. This is similar
to the analytical subset of BPMN [23], although not having support of intermediate
events (this was supported in earlier versions of the standard, also we see that the use
of the different concepts is supported with more detailed guidelines in the current version of the requirements). In addition some extensions to standard BPMN are included, and a number of specific requirements are introduced.




Task: A task symbol represents what actors do as “individuals” in their process
roles and thus shall be limited to a specific lane only. Tasks can be optional (dotted border). You shall not connect any governing elements classified as requirement to an optional task. A task can be collapsed, i.e. a decomposition as a separate workflow diagram can exist with the same title as the collapsed task. One
should not introduce new roles in a decomposition. The sequence flow inputs to
and outputs from the collapsed sub-process workflow diagram shall match start
events and end events of the sub-process workflow diagram.
Call task, to be able to reuse sub-tasks between different process models can be
defined indicating this with a special border.



















4.4

A collaborative activity is a group of activities executed across lanes. These activities should not be sequenced in time or have other dependencies. Note that this
is a particular extension to BPMN which is arguably poor at depicting (multiparty) collaborations [1]. The name of the collaboration activity symbol shall be
unique and you shall not name the collaboration activity with names that have
been used in the tasks framed by the collaboration activity symbol. Each of the
tasks framed by a collaboration activity symbol must have a unique title clarifying different type of activities performed by different roles. You shall not place an
optional task, a call task or a sub-process within a collaboration activity.
Start event: Describe the state of the asset that triggers work. You shall not connect any governing elements to an event as no assigned person will be accountable for complying with them. An event shall be placed inside a lane.
End event describe the state when terminating the workflow.
Parallel gateway. Visualize the parallel divergence and convergence. It can split
the flow into two or more parallel flows. “Event”, “Exclusive gateway” or an activity related symbol can be used as preceding or resulting symbols of the parallel
gateway symbol. It is not allowed to leave split parallel flows not merged again in
the same work process.
Diverging exclusive gateway. Indicate a choice of path in the workflow. Event,
any type of gateway or an activity related symbol can be used before resulting
symbols of the exclusive gateway symbol. Each exclusive flow may have different end events.
Converging exclusive gateway. Match a diverging exclusive gateway.
Sequence flow: Sequence flows to and from collaboration activities are connected
to and from the same task within that collaboration activity. The flow is connected to and from the task performed by the role that is responsible for the output of the collaboration activity. You shall not use more than one sequence flow
arrow from an activity. You shall not connect sequence flows to an optional task.
Data: Used to describe a physical collection of information. Data association: To
link data to the rest of the model.
Association: To link text annotations together with other symbols.
Lane: Represent a process role.
Presence of requirement: A Statoil-specific symbol being a triangle with an exclamation mark to show the presence of one or more governing elements classified as requirements. Symbols representing presence of requirements or information shall be placed at the lower right corner of an activity related symbol. Any
activity symbol and gateway symbol except a collapsed activity can have requirements linked to them.
Presence of information: Use to show presence of one or more governing elements classified as information.
Semantic Quality

How the model represents the real world, it is a model of. Any model is an abstraction
of the real world for a given purpose [24] and can never be a complete representation

of the world. The semantic quality of the model is based on how well the model reflects the real world in light of the goal of the model.
The content of a governing element shall explain scope, adhere to the purpose and
be described with necessary level of details. Special rules apply for describing the
content of a key control. This description shall include:





Control activity
Actions in case of deviations
Audit trail
Key control characteristics

Process role represents a method of grouping of activities and decision gates according to responsibility and competence within a work process. The purpose of process role is to:
 Secure necessary segregation of duties
 Achieve efficient recognition and allocation of the competence in the work process
It is important that the end-users easily recognize the process role names. Process
role is organization and location independent and helps different process users to better relate to their work processes and it is indicating which activities are performed by
the role itself. The categorization of process roles have been established to secure necessary segregation of duties. Categorization is based on the RACI (ResponsibleAccountable-Consulted- Informed) principle as described above.
4.5

Pragmatic Quality

A number of the guidelines listed under empirical and syntactic quality above are
made to support the development of understandable models. In addition it is important
to be clear on the intention of the model. Each governing documentation model shall
as a minimum have a defined purpose that includes:
 Risk – a description of the risk that the model mitigates.
 Objective – a description of the intended result (output).
 Target group – the main end-users of the process and the main users of the result.
4.6

Social Quality

Each governing documentation model and governing element shall have a documented validity (i.e. organizational area where it applies). There are 2 validity dimensions: location and organization. The location validity is based on geography. The organizational validity is based on business area. The following rules apply when
defining validity:
 If validity is set for a specific organizational entity then location validity is by default unspecified (covers all locations)
 If validity is set for specific location then organizational validity by default remains
unspecified (covers all organizational entities)

Note that validity indicates who needs to agree on the model. The deviation attribute is used to document the deviation approval method of the governing documentation model, its workflows or governing element categorized as requirement.
Each governing documentation model and governing element shall have documented one single owner and minimum one owner representative. The ownership attribute is used to identify who is responsible for the right quality of a model or element attributes, references, links as well as to enable deviations and improvement
proposals handling process, and thus who has the last say when not all agree.
4.7

Deontic Quality

As discussed in Section 3, the main goal of the models is to fulfil the goals of the
quality systems which are:
1. Contributing to safe, reliable and efficient operations and enabling compliance with
external and internal requirements.
2. Helping the company incorporating their values, people and leadership principles
into everything they do.
3. Supporting business performance through high-quality decision-making, fast and
precise execution and continuous learning.
A straightforward relation between the different goals of modelling, different quality aspects and the goals of the quality systems above are not explicitly written in the
requirements. Neither are the cost/benefit tradeoffs between effort used and sufficient
quality achieved. As for quality trade-off, it is clearly stated already in [26] that pragmatic quality is the most important whereas syntactic and semantic quality is primarily
a mean to achieve pragmatic quality.

5

Final Discussion and Further Work

The quality system of Statoil is developed supporting in particular compliance to reduce risk, an area where large improvements have been observed over the last decade.
Quality maturity can be claimed to be high, with a balanced concern of syntactic, semantic and pragmatic (including empirical) quality. When mapping the guidelines for
modelling to the current SEQUAL framework, we find relevant aspects on all areas,
not only on the core syntactic, semantic and pragmatic levels. Most of the aspects related to in the Statoil-guidelines as pragmatic are in current SEQUAL-terms rather to
be classified as empirical, supporting the achievement of understanding of the model
in general. The paper illustrates that much more detailed guidelines are devised on especially the physical (linked to the particular modelling environment used), empirical
and syntactic level than what is found in generic overviews of quality of business
process models [7, 14]. On the other hand, we observe that links of the quality features
to the main goal of the models and trade-off as for resource usage vs. model quality
(deontic quality) is discussed in less detail.
A recent evaluation of the models also points to potentials for improvements: During the end of 2013 and the beginning of 2014, a large-scale user survey was con-

ducted in Statoil in order to identify the most prominent challenges related to the management system and governing documentation. 4828 employees took part in the survey, which was about half of those invited. The survey indicated opportunities for improvements on the physical level (related to finding all relevant models), empirical
level (relative to the use of abbreviations), semantic level (supporting efficient feedback and learning from users of the model for model evolution), pragmatic level (lack
of clarity and being aware of the intention of the model), social level (through leadership support for using the model), and deontic level (by supporting the full range of
goals of the organization, not only safety and reliability).
As this is a case study, there are challenges relative to threat to validity of the results. Since there is one main informant (co-writer of the paper) one can claim some
limitations relative to internal validity, as representatives of all involved roles have not
been interviewed thoroughly. As for descriptive validity (what happened in specific
situations) the close day to day interaction with the development of the quality system
by one of the researchers gives us confidence on the accuracy here. As for the interpretive validity (what it means to the people involved) we have again in-depth, accounts from central people in main roles. The same can be said on evaluative validity
(judgements of the worth and value of actions and meaning). That we find many results that fit the categories of existing theoretical frameworks (SEQUAL) gives us
confidence on the theoretical validity of the results. A main issue as with all case studies is the external validity i.e. the generalizability of the results.
In future work, we will follow how the results from the assessment can be addressed by updating the requirements and models, and in particular
 Do changes to the Management System have a measurable effect on efficient
model use, e.g. as for higher achievement of the overall goals such as less incidents
due to non-compliance?
 How to balance the different types of model quality to get the best support of the
organizational goals of modelling as defined in section 3.
Also doing similar case studies in other organization would be very interesting.
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